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TOSSUPS

1. Named by the artist's friend Andre Salmon, grapes and other pieces of fruit can be seen in the front center of this painting, while another notable feature are the stripes extending below the noses of the two women on the right. A hand can be seen protruding above the head of the woman on the left, and curtains partially obscure the nudity of all five women, who are seen standing in the brothel where they work. FTP, what is this landmark 1907 painting by Pablo Picasso?
	Answer: Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (or The Young Women of Avignon)

2. This leader gained the support of Thessaly by promising to settle the Third Sacred War, and soon afterward defeated Phocis at the Battle of the Crocus Field, thus securing his northern border. Having established himself with his earlier victory at Amphipolis, he came to terms with Greece in the Peace of Philocrates, but Athenian hostility led by Demosthenes led him to crush the Greeks at Chaeronea in 338 BCE. Murdered while preparing a war on Persia, FTP, who was this king of Macedon, the father of Alexander the Great?
	Answer: Philip II of Macedon

3. The drug tacrine has provided temporary improvement in some sufferers of this disease which may be triggered by the release of the enzyme beta-secretase. Early-onset cases have been linked to mutations on chromosomes in genes 14 and 21. Characterized by accumulation of plaques and of neurofibrillary tangles caused by excess production of beta-amyloid, it causes suffocation of neurons and improper transmission of electrochemical signals, resulting in irritability, confusion, and loss of memory. FTP, what is this disease associated with Ronald Reagan?
	Answer: Alzheimer's Disease

4. In one of his early adventures, this character and the young Moorish boy Xury escape from slavery with the help of a Portuguese ship captain, who helps him set up an estate in Brazil. After the novel's main plot development, he is at first despondent, but soon builds tools, domesticates sheep, grows corn and barley, and rediscovers his Protestant faith with a Bible he saved from his former ship. Eventually, he stops a mutiny on an English ship with his companion Man Friday and returns home. FTP, who is the shipwrecked sailor described in a novel by Daniel Defoe?
	Answer: Robinson Crusoe

5. Volumes 2 and 3 of this work serve as supplements to the first volume, which is divided into four books. Book 2 contains the author’s so-called “great extension” of his major premise to all phenomena, Book 3 contains his theories of art, and Book 4 explores the implications of will-less perception. More famous is the Volume 2 essay criticizing aspects of Kant’s philosophy, while the main premise holds that Kant’s “thing-in-itself” is in fact the will. FTP, what is this philosophical work, the masterpiece of Arthur Schopenhauer?
	Answer: The World as Will and Idea or The World as Will and Represtentation

6. Towns in this region include Come-by-chance, Conception Bay, and Dildo West. Its indigineous people, the Beothuk, died out in the 19th century. To its southeast is the French overseas department of St. Pierre and Miquelon. Economically important are Churchill Falls and Voisey's Bay, while its important cities include Corner Brook and Mount Pearl, the latter of which is a suburb of its capital, St. John's. FTP, what is this Canadian province consisting of Labrador and the namesake island?
	Answer: Newfoundland

7. The most notorious ones include Old Sarum and Dunwich, the latter of which had mostly been submerged under the North Sea. There were more than 50 of them by 1832, the year they were abolished by the Reform Act. Entitled to elect two Members of Parliament despite an almost nonexistent population, FTP, what were these British Parliamentary boroughs?
	Answer: rotten boroughs

8. This effect can be subclassified into two versions, Stokes and anti-Stokes, and only became useful with the development of lasers, when the characteristic spectrum of monochromatic light produced when a laser is directed at a substance could be analyzed to determine such things as molecular structure. Only 1/1000 as strong as Rayleigh scattering in liquids, in this effect light suffers both a change in phase and change in frequency when passing through a material medium. FTP, what is this effect discovered in 1928 by the Indian scientist for which it is named?
	Answer: Raman effect or scattering

9. The third section is entitled Poetic Diction, and enumerates and explains the special vocabulary used throughout, while the final section, A Counting of Meters, is a technical analysis of metrical schemes. Beginning with a description of the creation of the world and of pagan poetry, its core is the second section, The Beguiling of Gylfi, which contains stories about the Norse gods. Written in the 13th century, what is this Icelandic collection of mythology written by Snorri Sturluson?
	Answer: The Prose Edda or Younger Edda

10. The economist served as executive secretary of the UN Economic Commission for Europe, and anticipated many of the ideas of Keynes in works like "The Political Element in the Development of Economic Theory" and "Economic Theory and Under-developed Regions". Deeply committed to social justice and eradication of poverty, he became a leading analyst of third world development, resulting in the work "Asian Drama", but he is best-known for a book whose subtitle claims examines "The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy". FTP, who was Swedish co-winner of the 1974 Nobel Prize in Economics, author of "An American Dilemma"?
	Answer: (Karl) Gunnar Myrdal

11. It is dedicated to the principles of unity, self-determination, collective responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, creativity, and faith. On the sixth day community members gather for the karamu feast, while on each night one of the candles of the seven-branched kinara candleabra is lit. With a name meaning "first fruits", it begins on December 26, and was invented by  Maulana Karenga. FTP, what is this African-American holiday?
	Answer: kwanzaa

12. This metallic element is largely used for the production of hard alloys for use in fountain pen points, phonograph needles, and instrument bearings. Recovered commercially as the byproduct of the refining of nickel ores mined near Sudbury, Ontario, it often forms a highly toxic tetraoxide whose pungent smell gives it its name. It is found in group VIII of the periodic table, where it immediately precedes iridium, and it is slightly more dense than iridium, making it the densest metal. FTP, what is this element with atomic number 76 and symbol Os?
	Answer: osmium

13. As a child this woman developed a spiritualist act with her sister Tennessee and traveled with a family medicine show. Author of "Stirpiculture" and "Garden of Eden", she and her husband Canning opened a brokerage firm with Cornelius Vanderbilt's backing in 1870. She was jailed by Anthony Comstock for obscenity after charging Henry Ward Beecher with adultery in her weekly magazine, in which she promoted legalized prostitution and dress reform. FTP, who was this suffragette who, with her 1872 Equal Rights Party presidential nomination, became the first woman nominated for president?
	Answer: Victoria Woodhull

14. There were supposedly 30 of these creatures whose limbs were armed with metallic tips, and they infested the woods around a namesake lake in Arcadia. Dangerous flesh-eating monsters, they were finally scared out of the woods by a huge rattle and killed. FTP, what were these birds of Greek myth, the subject of Heracles' sixth labor?
	Answer: Stymphalian birds

15. This author first gained recognition for three short stories published in the anthology Intorduction 7, while his first novel, telling of Etsuko's reaction to her daughter Keiko's suicide, is entitled A Pale View of Hills. The artist Masuji Ono is the subject of An Artist of the Floating World, while 1995's The Unconsoled served as the follow up to his best-known novel, which describes Stevens the butler. FTP, who is this Japanese-born writer who won the Booker Prize for The Remains of the Day?
	Answer: Kazuo Ishiguro

16. This man believed that the greatest artworks were the ones that conveyed "to the mind of the spectator the greatest number of the greatest ideas", and went on to classify these great ideas in the categories of Power, Imagination, Truth, Beauty, and Relation. He developed his philosophy of art in works like Val d'Arno, The Eagle's Nest, Aratra Pentelici, and The Bible of Amiens. FTP, who is this 19th century art critic, author of The Stones of Venice?
	Answer: John Ruskin

17. This mathematician collaborated with Sophus Lie on the discovery of the fundamental properties of asymptotes of the Kummer surface, and with Arnold Sommerfeld wrote a four volume work on the workings of gyroscopes. Namesake of the only non-cyclic four-element group, he founded and supervised the "Encyclopedia of Mathematical Knowledge", and is known for his "Erlangen Program", which synthesized geometry. FTP, who was this German mathematician, namesake of a famous one sided surface known as his bottle?
	Answer: (Christian) Felix Klein

18. This military endeavor was distinguished from others of its type by the presence of Adhemar of Le Puy as Papal Legate, and saw a new Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem established under Godfrey of Bouillon. After the failure of an ill-fated "People's Crusade" led by Walter Sansavoir and Peter the Hermit, the main campaign led to the establishment of a foothold at Antioch after a victory over the Turks at Dorylaeum. Organized in response to a request for assistance against the Seljuk Turks by Alexius I Comnenus, FTP, what was this Crusade proclaimed by Urban II in 1095?
	Answer: First Crusade

19. In this novel, one of the characters struggles to keep her father's farm running with the aid of an intrepid drifter named Ruby. Based on the author's family history and stories handed down by his great-great-grandfather, it parallels the spiritual awakening of Ada with the physical journey experienced by Inman, a wounded Confederate soldier who leaves the hospital to return to Ada. FTP, what is this recent novel by Charles Frazier?
	Answer: Cold Mountain

20. The most acclaimed moment in this opera is the aria "Grossmachtige Prinzessin", which prompts Harlequin to make advances on the singer. Its prologue concerns the anger of a serious opera composer at plans to have his work performed at the same time as a Commedia dell'Arte farce, and who is unconsoled despite the advances of Zerbinetta. In the opera itself, the title figure agrees to accompany Bacchus to Olympus after being abandoned by Theseus. Intended to be presented after performances of "The Bourgeois Gentleman", FTP, what is this opera by Richard Strauss?
	Answer: Ariadne auf Naxos (or Ariadne on Naxos)
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FTPE, answer the following about one of those clever punishments from Greek myth.
1. (10 points) These 49 sisters were condemned to forever fill jars riddled with holes when they killed 49 sons of Aegyptus on their wedding nights.
	Answer: Danaids
2. (10 points) This Danaid was the only one not to kill her new husband, Lynceus.
	Answer: Hypermnestra
3. (10 points) The Danaids were all descendants of this mother of Epaphus, Belus, and Agenor. Seduced by Zeus, she was turned into a heifer to hide her from Hera, who tormented her with a gadfly.
	Answer: Io

FTPE, name these physics lab devices.
1. (10 points) This is the general name for any device which measures thermal properties, such as specific heat capacity or specific latent heat.
	Answer: calorimeter
2. (10 points) In this specific type of calorimeter used for measuring heats of combustion, a strong container holds the sample, which is sealed with excess oxygen and ignited electrically.
	Answer: bomb calorimeter
3. (10 points) Named for its inventor, this calorimeter measures the specific heat capacity of a gas at constant volume using two spherical containers suspended from the opposite ends of a balance arm. One sphere is evacuated, and the whole apparatus is enclosed in a steam bath. The specific heat capacity is then calculated from the difference between the masses of water then condenses on each sphere.
	Answer: Joly's steam calorimeter

FTPE, name the following about an American author.
(10 points) First gaining notice with the 1955 story “The Contest for Aaron's Gold”, this author is better-known for works like “The Prague Orgy” and “Portnoy’s Complaint”.
	Answer: Philip Roth
(10 points) The first of a series about Nathan Zuckerman, this 1979 Philip Roth novel tells of Nathan’s desire to gain the approval and sponsorship of the established Jewish writer E. I. Lonoff.
	Answer: The Ghost Writer
(10 points) Inspired by Kafka, this unsuccessful 1972 novel tells of Alan David Kepesh, a professor of comparative literature whose intensity causes him to be transformed into the title body part.
	Answer: The Breast

FTPE, name these legal terms from definitions.
1. (10 points) This four-letter term refers to an injury to one person for which the person who caused the injury is legally responsible.
	Answer: tort
2. (10 points) Latin for "let the decision stand", this doctrine requires that judges apply the same reasoning to lawsuits that had been used in similar prior cases.
	Answer: stare decisis
3. (10 points) This is a remark, statement, or observation of a judge which is not a necessary part of the legal reasoning needed to reach a decision in a case, and is not binding as precedent.
	Answer: obiter dictum

FTPE, name these people important during the reign of Justinian.
1. (10 points) This Byzantine general defeated the Vandals in Africa and the Ostrogoths in Italy, and later repelled an assault of the Huns on Constantinople.
	Answer: Belisarius
2. (10 points) This great rival of Belisarius reasserted control over Rome and Italy with his victories over the Ostrogoths from 550-54.
	Answer: Narses
3. (10 points) This chief jurist to Justinian carried out the codification of Roman law which became the Corpus Juris Civilis, or Justinian's Code.
	Answer: Tribonian

FTPE, show you've reached the apotheosis of quizbowl and name these artists from works.
1. (10 points) "The Feast in the House of Levi", "The Apotheosis of Venice"
	Answer: Paolo Veronese
2. (10 points) "A Young Woman with a Macaw", "The Apotheosis of Spain"
	Answer: Giovanni Battista (Giambattista) Tiepolo
3. (10 points) "The Envoys of Agamemnon", "The Apotheosis of Homer"
	Answer: Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres

FTPE, answer stuff.
1. (10 points) This is the collective name for the three membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord of vertebrates.
	Answer: meninges
2. (10 points) The choroid plexus is an extension of this innermost of the meninges.
	Answer: pia mater
3. (10 points) The outermost and toughest of the three meninges, its role is to protect the other meninges.
	Answer: dura mater

FTPE, name these Canterbury Tales. 
1. (10 points) This tale describes a knight who must discover what women most desire.
	Answer: Wife of Bath's Tale
2. (10 points) The Cook is teased for being drunk in the prologue of this tale, in which the archer Phebus learns from his beautiful white crow that his wife has been unfaithful, and after killing her Phebus takes revenge on the crow for being a tattle-tale.
	Answer: Manciple's Tale
3. (10 points) In this tale, Virginia is saved from being shamed by the lecherous judge Apius when the people revolt and put Apius in prison.
	Answer: Physician's Tale

FTPE, name these gurus of Sikhism.
1. (10 points) This mystic was the founder and first guru of Sikhism.
	Answer: Nanak
2. (10 points) The fifth guru, this man compiled the sacred Sikh scripture the Adi-granth.
	Answer: Arjun
3. (10 points) The tenth and final guru, he founded the "Khalsa" military fraternity.
	Answer: Govind Singh

FTPE, name the following about the start of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
1. (10 points) One of the six people who bought the patent for the Massachusetts territory, this man sailed for the New World in 1628, settled what would become Salem, and served as its first governor until the main body of colonists arrived.
	Answer: John Endicott
2. (10 points) In this August 26, 1629 agreement, the shareholders of the Massachusetts Bay Colony agreed to relocate the charter and corporate headquarters to the New World in order to impede any royal attempt to liquidate the endeavor.
	Answer: Cambridge Agreement
3. (10 points) This nonseparatist puritan was recruited to lead the first great migration to Massachusetts, and founded Boston in 1630. He served as the first official governor of the colony.
	Answer: John Winthrop

FTPE, answer the following about a chemical technique.
1. (10 points) Invented by Mikhail Tsvet, specific examples of this technique for analyzing or separating mixtures includes partition, gel filtration, and column.
	Answer: chromotography
2. (10 points) This is the process of removing an adsorbed material from an adsorbant by washing it with a liquid. It is the process used to wash components of a mixture through a chromotography column.
	Answer: elution
3. (10 points) This value is the distance traveled by the solvent front divided by the distance traveled by a given component. It is characteristic of the component and can be used to make identifications.
	Answer: R sub F value (accept RF value)

FTPE, name the following about a play.
1. (10 points) This 1964 play concerns the performance of an absurd play by the inmates of the Charenton insane asylum in which the two French historical title figures engage in a debate.
	Answer: Marat/Sade (or The Persucation and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade)
2. (10 points) Name the German-born Swedish author of Marat/Sade, also known for "Discourse on Vietnam" and the novel Vanishing Point.	
	Answer: Peter Weiss
3. (10 points) Another major Peter Weiss work is a play whose title and action describe the "exile" of this Russian political leader.
	Answer: Leon Trotsky (the work is "Trotsky in Exile")

FTPE, answer the following about a tour-de-force of Russian military genius, the Russo-Japanese War.
1. (10 points) Without declaring war Japan launched a surprise attack on Russian warships at anchor at this naval base now known as Lushun, forcing Russia into a humiliating surrender after a lengthy siege.
	Answer: Port Arthur
2. (10 points) Noteworthy as the only decisive engagement of all-gun ironclad ships in world history, this May 27, 1905 naval battle saw the Russian Baltic Fleet pimp-caned by Admiral Togo.
	Answer: Tsushima Straits
3. (10 points) This treat signed in New Hampshire ended the Russo-Japanese War.
	Answer: Portsmouth

FTPE, name the states in which these national parks can be found.
1. (10 points) Wind Cave, the Badlands
	Answer: South Dakota
2. (10 points) Kobuk Valley, Lake Clark, Kenai Fjords
	Answer: Alaska
3. (10 points) Black Canyon of the Gunnison
	Answer: Colorado

Show what you're made of and name these hardcore religious philosophers from the Middle Ages.
1. (10 points) This 9th century Irish thinker was notorious for his unorthodox views, elucidated in "On Predestination" and his most famous work "On the Division of Nature", in which he used pantheistic methods to discuss God.
	Answer: John Scotus Erigena
2. (10 points) John Scotus Erigena was also important for his influential translations of the works of this 6th century mystical Syrian theologian whose extant works include "Mystical Theology", "Celestial Hierarchy", and "Divine Names". His name comes from being wrongly identified with a convert of St. Paul.
	Answer: pseudo-Dionysus or Dionysus the pseudo-Aeropagite
3. (10 points) This 13th century chancellor of Oxford College is most important for his metaphysics of light, found in "On Light" and "On Corporal Motion and Light", in which he held that light was God's dynamic agent of creation and the soul's means of acting on the body.
	Answer: Robert Grosseteste

5-10-15, name these Ibsen dramas from characters.
1. (5 points) Dr. Rank, Krogstad, Nora Helmer
	Answer: A Doll's House
2. (10 points) Doctor Relling, Hjalmar Ekdal, Gregers Werle
	Answer: The Wild Duck
3. (15 points) Dina Dorf, Johan Tonnesen, Lona Hessel, Concul Bernick
	Answer: The Pillars of Society

Name the following electronic musical instruments, FTPE.
1. (10 points) Patented in 1897, making it probably the first ever electronic musical instrument, this invention of Thaddeus Cahill was a collection of 145 dynamos which produced alternating currents of different frequencies controlled by multiple keyboards and a bank of controls.
	Answer: telharmonium or dynamophone
2. (10 points) Other than the opera "The Eagle Revolt", Andrey Pashchenko's only important musical work is his "Symphonic Mystery", which was written for this instrument in which two loop antennas are attached to two oscillators and a loudspeaker. Changes in pitch are caused by moving the right hand in space, while left hand movements control volume.
	Answer: Theremin
3. (10 points) Invented in 1928, this instrument improved on the Theremin by adding a special device which allowed for tones accurately graded to the chromatic scale, eliminating the transitional glissando between pitches produced by the Theremin.
	Answer: Ondes musicales (or musical waves or Ondes Martenot)

On a 15-10 basis, name these astronomers for which things are named.
1. (15 points) His black hole is a non-rotating black hole with no electrical charge. The simplest case of a black hole, it is unlikely to be found in reality.
(10 points) His radius gives the size of the event horizon of a black hole, and is given mathematically by 2GM over c squared.
	Answer: Karl Schwartzchild
2. (15 points) His lobe is the region around each star in a binary system within which any material is gravitationally bound to that star.
(10 points) His limit is the distance from the center of a planet within which any satellite would be torn apart by tidal forces, and is approximately equal to 2.46 times the planet's radius.
	Answer: Edouard Albert Roche

FTPE, name these mythological goats.
1. (10 points) This goat suckled Zeus during his childhood.
	Answer: Amalthea
2. (5 points/5 points) These two goats pulled Thor's chariot, and could be slaughtered for food only to be regenerated the next day.
	Answer: Tangristi and Tangnasti (or Tanngnjost and Tanngrisnir) (prompt on toothgrinder and toothgnasher)
3. (10 points) This goat provides mead to the warriors at Valhalla.
	Answer: Heidrun

FTPE, name the following about a spy ring.
1. (10 points) This husband and wife team obtained secret information about the atomic bomb project from the wife's brother, US army sergeant David Greenglass, and then passed the information on to the courier Harry Gold. Executed in 1953, their case was an international cause celebre.
	Answer: Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
2. (10 points) The ring-leader of the Rosenberg spy ring was this Soviet vice consul in New York, who received the secret information from Harry Gold.
	Answer: Anatoly Yakovlev
3. (10 points) An explosion of controversy followed the Rosenberg's death sentence, which was passed by this judge at their trial.
	Answer: Irving Kaufmann

